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Is your workforce familiar with environmental safety?
We are all aware of the dangers associated with global warming to some extent.
But each of us contributes to the downfall of our environment.
Being environmentally aware will allow you to reduce your workforce’s impact on the planet, lead to cost
savings and give your business a significant edge over your competitors.
The Environment Agency

Who is environmental training for?
This course is for workforces to learn how to reduce pollution and carbon emissions both in the workplace and
at home. By taking this training, your team can contribute to making our planet a greener place to live and work.
What does the environmental training course cover?
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The environmental training course covers:
-

The basics of the lithosphere and the biosphere.

-

The importance of improving working practices to reduce carbon emissions.

-

How to reduce carbon emissions both at work and at home.

What is the benefit of environmental training for your business?
Use this training to show your staff the impact that our daily actions have on the planet and motivate changes
in the workplace.
This course can also guide you on how to obtain an ISO 14001:2015 for your establishment.
Staff can complete their training at any time to suit your needs.

Video Presentations.

Interactive Games.

Final Exam – Certificates Provided.

It’s the little things like switching lights off during the day, turning the heating
down during summer and using renewable sources instead of scarce materials.
It doesn’t matter where you work. We all need to do more to make the planet a
safer and healthier place to live and work in.
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